
A Digital Learning Breakthrough
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The whole world
has gone mobile.



We’re Living in a New Era
of Communication.

Today we carry our #1 communication tool in our pocket or purse. We’re on the go, and we 
want our messaging to travel with us.  

Some 77% of Americans now own a smartphone. That number jumps to 92% for 

people ages 18-29. And over 50% of the public own a tablet computer.

Mobile is the only media time that’s in a growth mode. Traditional media is imploding—
viewing time that people allot to TV, desktop computers, radio, and print keeps dropping.
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Has your messaging 
changed as much as the 
world has changed?



“The single biggest problem in communication
            is the illusion that it has taken place.”

                                                       —George Bernard Shaw

Smartphones are Driving a
Dramatically New Messaging Style.
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But most organizations remain stuck in the old-school, 20th century communication 
approach that’s bloated, time-wasting, boring, and dense. You see it in cluttered websites…
bland training programs…word-heavy slide decks…vague and long-winded emails.  

This worn-out approach is everywhere. But it fails miserably on mobile.

Companies pump out more information than ever before, but much of it is ignored. Why? 
Because more is not better. In today’s world, more is worse.



The world is too noisy.



1.    We’re bombarded with far more information than we can handle. Knowledge is
      doubling every 12 months, soon it will double every 12 hours.

2.    But there’s an even bigger issue: Our attention spans keep shrinking. Over the past 
      10 years the average attention span has dropped over 50%—from 12 seconds to 5.

There’s an epic battle raging for people’s attention. For two main reasons:

This “1-2 punch” has delivered a knockout blow to corporate America’s traditional 
communication practices. Today people just tune out. They quit paying attention.
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Today’s #1
Communication Challenge:
Scarcity of Attention

“A wealth of information creates a poverty of attention.”

                                                                      —Herbert A. Simon



Communication
is worthless if
it’s ignored.



60-Second Video Messaging
Changes the Game.

•    People think using pictures. And the simplest, fastest, most powerful way to
     communicate an idea is visually. clips™ 60-second, micro-burst messages make the  
      point in a flash.

•    Visual messaging touches our emotions. This makes clips™ far more persuasive than
      mere words.

•    Words are processed by our short-term memory where retention is very limited. But
     images go directly into long-term memory. clips™ gives your messaging a much
      longer lifespan.

•    Even 59% of executives prefer video over written communications.
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PRITCHETT created clips™ to capture today’s short attention, mobile-oriented, digital 
audience that heavily favors video.



is
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8 Breakthrough Communication
Features of clips™

1.    Minimalistic
       clips™ achieves unique power from extreme brevity, serial hits, and synchronized 
       involvement of the entire organization.

2.    High production value
       Strong narative, sound, video, color, and compelling layout address multiple
       learning styles.

3.    Sticky
       clips™ are crafted for piercing clarity and high retention.

4.    High-velocity messaging
       Content and delivery mode are engineered for today’s short attention, video-loving,
       digital audience.

5.    Marketing-oriented
       clips™ are styled like compelling advertising to sell key messages internally.

6.    Superb UX (user experience)
       Usage is simple, fast, entertaining...and powerful.

7.    Friction-free
       clips™ micro-messages flow smoothly and systematically to recipients according to 
       your preferred schedule.

8.    Measurable
       The clips™ “gearbox” permits custom metrics to track penetration and messaging 
       effectiveness.



“Everything should be made
as simple as possible, but not simpler.”

                                                                    —Albert Einstein
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Here’s How clips™ Works:

•    clips™ 60-second videos are sent to your people’s mobile devices or computers  
      using a schedule that fits the organization’s needs.

•    Your program can run for as many weeks or months as you wish.

•    PRITCHETT will curate your messaging program from our extensive clips™  
      video library.

•    We also can develop custom videos tailored to your unique needs.

clips™ is an innovative communication approach based on the concept of 
“Minimum Effective Dose” (MED) —

Minimum Effective Dose is defined as the smallest dose that will produce a 
desired outcome. The MED not only delivers the most dramatic results, but 
also does so in the least time possible. Anything beyond the MED is wasteful. 
Often damaging.





clips™ engages your people from three important angles:

Innovative organizations are using clips™ to—

Amplify and Sustain Your
Key Messages with clips™

Attitude
clips™ shapes people’s emotional state or mindset. The videos target the psychological 
side of  work—the “inner game”—because performance begins inside the brain.

•     Drive change management initiatives
•     Instill core values
•     Support merger integration

Behavior
The micro-burst messages coach people toward immediate improvements in
performance.

Learning
clips™ long-term effects bring out people’s potential and create a stronger workforce
for the future.
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•     Motivate the sales force
•     Deepen leadership skills
•     Shape corporate culture

Consider how you want to use clips™.
Then call 214.239.9600 and let’s talk.



Communication
is the oxygen for change.



Get a sneak preview at

www.pritchettnet.com/clips

Call 214.239.9600 or email cservice@pritchettnet.com for more information.
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